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DICKINSON COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION 

Monday, December 18, 2017 

1:00 P.M. 

The Dickinson County Planning and Zoning Commission met Monday, December 18, 2017 at 

1:00 P.M. in the community room of the Dickinson County Courthouse. 

Members present were Tony Weber, Dalton Kidd, Carol Pierce, Jon Gunderson, Nate Gruys, and 

Nancy Pfund. Absent was Doris Welle. 

Also present were Lonnie Saunders, Assistant County Attorney and David Kohlhaase, Dickinson 

County Zoning Administrator. 

Tony Weber, Chairman called the meeting to order at 1:15 p.m. and read the opening statement 

First item on the agenda was approval of the minutes from October 16, 2017. Weber said there 

was a correction on the date at the top of the minutes. Kardell corrected the mistake. Gunderson 

motioned to approve, Gruys seconded the motion. All were in favor.  

Second item on the agenda was the rezoning recommendation to the Board of Supervisors for 

Nicholas Poolman and Jeremy Jalas (contract purchasers) and Leo Parks Jr. (deed holder) from 

the A-1 Agricultural District to the R-3 Multi Family Residential District for Lot 99 EXC S’LY 

TRTS Chalstrom Beach, Section 17, Center Grove Township.  

David Kohlhaase, Dickinson County Planning and Zoning Administrator said both agenda items 

2 & 3 relate but require separate actions by the Planning and Zoning Commission. 

Action/recommendation that you take on the rezoning request will go to the Board of 

Supervisors on December 19, 2017 at 9:45am for action. Action/recommendation that you take 

on the Planned Unit Development will go to the Board of Adjustment on December 26, 2017 at 

7:00 pm for action. The land is one parcel consisting of +/- 65.96 acres, the land is presently 

zoned A-1 Agricultural and the request is to change the zoning to R-3 Multi-Family Residential. 

The reason for the rezoning request is for a residential development. The development is not 

selling off individual lots, so it does not require a subdivision. Instead, individual units will be 

sold off under a horizontal property regime, in addition the R-3 Multi-Family residential district 

allows for Planned Unit Developments as a Conditional Principal Use. Neither the rezoning 

request nor the conditional use request (Planned Unit Development) are in conflict with the 

Dickinson County Comprehensive Land Use plan, the future land use map identifies this area as 

future residential.  

Brad Beck introduced himself along with John Hight to the Commission. The developers for the 

project are N&J Investments, which includes Nicholas Poolman, Jeremy Jalas, and Jeff Hultgren. 

The attorney for the developers is John Bjornstead with Bjornstead Law. Butch Parks is the deed 

holder and currently owns the property, but he will not be involved with the development. The 

property is approximately 66 acres and is bounded on the North by 175th street, 178th street on 

the South, 240th street on the East and Stakeout Road on the West. The current zoning is A-1 

Agricultural and the applicants are requesting a zoning change to R-3 Multi Family residential. 

Within lot 99, the east half of the property is agricultural, and is tillable ground. The west half is 

primarily open green space. The rezoning follows the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan 

which indicates this area as future residential. The applicants feel this development will make a 

nice transition with the existing zoning areas surrounding the land. Beck explained the zoning 

districts surrounding the area. The development will be set up as a horizontal property regime. 

The Planned Unit Development process is somewhat new to the County, but the concept of a 

horizontal property regime is not new. Beck provided examples of horizontal property regimes in 

the County that have multiple structures on one lot with an association. The proposed 

development is right in the heart of the Iowa Great Lakes and close to many area amenities.  

Iowa Great Lakes Sanitary Sewer District will provide sewer for the project. Phase 1 will flow to 

the Southeast, toward the Loch Knolls area until capacity is reached. The rest of the development 

will flow west to the center core line on the west side of Stakeout Road. Iowa Lakes Regional 

Water will service the development. One thing that is very important to the development is fire 

protection, Iowa Lakes Regional Water is generally set up for more rural type settings and have 
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thin walled PVC pipe where a fire engine can pull up and fill the truck up with water, but they 

cannot pump directly out of the hydrant. However they do have a pressure rated pipe on the West 

side of Hwy 71, it is 8” c900 PVC pipe, and water can be pumped directly out of hydrant. They 

have worked with Regional Water and the developers have agreed to pay to bring the pressure 

rated pipe to the development.  

Beck outlined the Development Plan Agreement and went over the parameters of the project. 

The development will have to comply with everything contained in the agreement as well as 

anything not stated, the current zoning ordinance will prevail. Beck then went over the Specific 

Implementation Plan including Section 2 permitted principal uses, commercial uses (restaurant), 

Section 3 permitted accessory uses and structures such as garages, amenities, fences and 

temporary buildings. Section 4 is bulk regulations including perimeter setbacks, setbacks within 

the development, minimum building width, distance between foundation, maximum height and 

open green space. Section 5 is density; developers are seeking 7 units per acre. Section 6 is 

residential rentals; any rentals less than thirty days shall not be allowed. Section 7 addressed 

drainage requirements; they also included low impact development features in the development. 

In addition, post development run off cannot exceed pre development runoff for anything 

including and greater than the 5-year storm, detention facilities will be constructed and 

maintained by the Home Owners Association. All drainage requirements will be designed and 

inspected by a license engineer. Section 8 street development; 24’ feet roads, Section 9 utilities, 

Section 10 environmental protections, Section 11 general landscape treatment and Section 12 

approximate development schedule. It is further agreed that the Dickinson County Board of 

Supervisors will agree to consider a TIF rebate agreement, and the developers will grant a 20’ 

feet wide trails easement to the Iowa Great Lakes Trails Association.  

Beck went through letters from local utilities, schools, fire, police, Dan Eckert with the County 

Engineers office, John Wills with the Clean Water Alliance, DOT traffic counts and map and 

others pertaining to the development. Beck referenced a letter from John Wills citing siltation 

calculations and with the construction of the wetlands, there will be a decrease in siltation 

movement off the property. Currently 23 tons of sediment leaves the site every year and it will be 

reduced to 2 tons after the development is completed. The developers have worked with 

Northwest Bank and Steve Hallgren regarding the affordability of the units. Steve Hallgren 

provided information from Housing and Urban Development (HUD) regarding the affordability 

of the proposed units. They used the data from the bank as well as HUD and found the price 

point they are looking at for the homes is considered affordable in Dickinson County. In 

addition, with the expansion of Grapetree, Safeco, and possibly a small manufacturing company, 

over 400 new jobs will be created and housing developments take some time, but this 

development will allow those people to live here and support our local community.   

Beck also addressed some concerns about density. In the R-3 Multi-Family zoning district, the 

County regulations allow up to 22 units per acre. The developers are asking for a maximum of 7 

units per acre, which is 32% of what the zoning ordinance currently allows. The economic 

impact from the development at full build out will be approximately 1 million dollars per year in 

property tax revenue. Also $180,000.00 per year will go towards the County road fund, with no 

additional new roads to maintain.  Chris Quance with Fergusons evaluated the Colorado spruce 

trees on the west side of the development and most are healthy and can be transplanted to other 

areas of the development as needed. Jeff Buehler with the United Bank of Iowa, is the banker for 

the project. Buehler said the bank has made a commitment to the project and they have the 

confidence they developers can complete this project.  Beck addressed the standards in Section 4, 

Article #21 Conditional Uses and the Supplemental Standards in the Dickinson County Zoning 

Ordinance.   

Weber stated that Declaration of Submission to Horizontal Property Regime page 14, article 10, 

section 2, item B says seven day rental and that needs to be corrected to reflect 30 day rental. 

Beck said that has been corrected.   

Pierce asked if the fee for the home owners association fee was calculated and what would that 

be.  
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Beck said the developers have discussed $150 per month per unit, the fees should decrease as 

they go, but not too much because there will be more area to maintain as the development 

progresses. 

Kidd asked if there would be a barrier area constructed during Phase 1 to the south next to the 

adjoining property owners.  

Beck said there will be a 6’ foot tall privacy fence finished the same on both sides near the 

property line, then the 25’ foot setback to any structures followed by some Colorado Spruce 

trees.  

Gruys asked if sidewalks are included within the development.  

Beck said they have the recreational trail on the north and east side of the development, they 

have not made any determination about sidewalks in the development.  

Weber open the meeting to the public, he imposed a 3 minute time limit per person/per item due 

to the amount of people who wanted to speak.  

Public comment on the Rezoning: 

Seth Hellenga 3005 Zenith Ave: Affordable homes, need to look ahead with housing 

development with the creation of new jobs.   

Paul Johnson 1329 Summer Circle: Key issue is the R-3 PUD, read the Comprehensive Land 

Use Plan goals.  

Melicent Wiersma 202 19th Street: Loves the Iowa Great Lakes, we don’t inherit the earth, we 

inherit it from our kids and their kids  

Chris Enger 1605 Chalstrom Beach: Leap frog development, development is premature, density, 

land use is not allowed in the Comprehensive Land Use plan, commercial is not allowed in the 

R-3 development.  

Larry Bergeson: 23731 178th Street: Doesn’t understand why they’re here, density, not 

affordable homes. 

Larry Graham 1605 Chalstrom Beach Rd: Spot zoning, commercial use is far different from 

residential.  

Scott Reynolds 1206 30th Street: Positive character reference, adjusted the development and 

listened to the concerns from residents and leaders in the County, Local contractors-stimulate 

local economy, assist the job growth with housing options, responsible development.  

Mike Seykora 1611 Chalstrom Beach Rd: Point of order BOA voted against the development, a 

new application cannot be filed before 90 days, questioning the legitimacy of the hearing, against 

the density, not opposed to development.  

Assistant County Attorney Lonnie Saunders said the County has consistently allowed an 

applicant to file an application if it is a new application before 90 days. They paid their fee, 

provided all new material, and it is treated as an entirely new plan.  

April Poolman 3809 Stover Ave: Collected 368 signatures of local residents who support the 

development, avoiding cookie cutter layout, strict home owners association, support schools and 

business, lived in the community for generations, invested here, no intent to do anything ill 

willed.  

Wendy Vaubel 1601 Chalstrom Beach Rd: Against the Rezoning and PUD, incompatible with 

land use plan, same plan that was presented and denied in September, premature development, 

impact on public utilities, not adequate storm sewer system, street 24’ feet in width, no traffic 

study, dangerous curves.  

Keith Steffens 1611 Chalstrom Beach: Would like to see accurate information, referenced an 

email from John Wills, claims the email says the development will harm to the lake, submitted 

the same letters from September, jobs loss offsets the new jobs in the area, Sheriff’s office 

requested funds for an additional full time employee, discrepancy on affordable homes.  
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Bruce Osher  24315 178th St: Street and traffic concerns on 178th Street, parking issue in Loch 

Knolls, and Parks Marina area.  

Chris Speth: 1061 27th St: EPS has to move employees into Spencer because lack of affordable 

housing, EPS makes energy efficient housing to reduce energy costs.   

Dayton Van Hulzen 15103 252th Ave: moved to the area, lack of affordable housing. 

Adam Christensen 15103 252th Ave: great addition to local community, affordable housing, 

provide jobs to the area, good for local business, more options in a great neighborhood, attract 

new families.  

Stacy Tegtmeier 1312 Fargo Ave: Increase in tax revenue, will bring affordable housing to area, 

land complies with the Comprehensive land use plan.  

Steve Selander: 24337 178th St: traffic concerns on their street, density, against the project. 

Steve Hassel 3540 Sunner Ave: Development will keep area up to date, affordable housing, local 

contractors, skilled workers, growth of area, support of development.  

Adria Whiting 2906 Pinewood Dr: Family nurse practitioner, affordable housing, Fairmont is a 

community having issues keeping young families and is losing medical professionals because of 

lack of growth.  

Butch Parks: Employees over 375 employees, selling to local developers, positive character 

reference, cited density in Chalstrom Beach, green acres farm. 

Phil Petersen 2305 Holiday Way, Iowa Great Lakes Association: concerned about drainage, 

density, traffic, and commercial use. Reviewed the packet, feels there is not a lot of details, water 

main and sewer capacity.  

Steve Schaffer 1305 Brooks Ln: Major development had deteriorated the lakes, concerns about 

scheduling of meeting, density close to the lakes, damage to roads.  

Pam Jordan 2504 Keokuk Ave: concerns about the affordability, TIF, 30 day rental enforcement, 

timing is wrong, cost increase of building materials due to natural disasters, drainage on 175th St 

and Stakeout Rd in area of DD22, not factored into future development, plan violates 5 out of 12 

zoning recommendations of Chapter 335 of the Iowa Code.  

Public Correspondence on the Planned Unit Development: 

Shirley Roghair 23766 & 23765 178th street: owns property on both side of the road, want 

developers to seek education on erosion, density, setback concerns. 

Marjorie Shaffer 1305 Brooks Ln: quality of the water on East Lake, lake will continue to 

deteriorate over time, concerned about wetlands, traffic on East Lake, no discussion from the 

DNR.  

Paul Johnson 1329 Summer Circle: discussed traffic and roads, Dan Eckert whom has not 

measured traffic on 178th or Stakeout road, not affordable homes, No PUD’s in the County, few 

in the state, setting precedent. 

Chris Enger 1605 Chalstrom Beach Rd: Becks concept plans are different from plans at the last 

meeting, referenced southern hills in Spirit Lake, density, spot zoning, does not meet 

requirements in the ordinance, traffic.  

Terry Wilts 800 252nd Ave: East Okoboji Beach Improvements Cooperation-Secretary, 

independent review from an engineer who is not the engineer of DD22, maintenance of wetlands, 

commercial use not compliant with Comprehensive Land Use plan, spot zoning.    

Butch Parks : the lakes have never been so great, Dickinson County is the northern stars of Iowa, 

developers are pioneers.  

Axel Johnston 17121 Lakewood Dr: support development, need affordable housing. 

Tyler Lynn 908 26th Street: lack of affordable housing, close proximity to the lakes, young local 

community members will be the ones impacted.  
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Thomas Rohlick 2299 225th St: a lot of green space in the development, affordable housing, grew 

up in an area that is stagnant.  

Alex Hammerlink 1802 20th St: does not live here but works here, development will bring more 

people to the lakes, and positive effect on the community, increase revenue in area.  

Alex Wiertzema 15103 252th Ave: development will benefit the community, and provide an 

affordable living area, positive impact on the area.  

Cindy Steffens 1611 Chalstrom Beach Rd: similarity between Bridges Bay and development in 

terms of density, no sidewalks, safety, nowhere for people to go, no room for off street parking,  

trash, noise, trespassing. 

Keith Steffens 1611 Chalstrom Beach Rd: want a traffic study done on Hwy 71, developers using 

outdated and inaccurate information, not consistent with the Comprehensive Land Use plan, 

scheduling concerns.  

Summarized communications read by Megan Kardell. 

Disruption from Paul Johnson. 

Brad Beck responded to comments and concerns from the public. A concern brought up a couple 

times was that the plans have changed. Beck indicated this is correct. The plans are changing. 

The developers are trying to evolve through this process; they have had a ton of comments and 

concerns. They have tried to reflect and address the concerns along the way. Some of the 

concerns have been seeing the plan concepts, getting the information ahead of time, rentals, 

density, preservation of existing trees, ingress/egress for phase 2 of the development, height, 

accessory structures, fertilizer, visuals for the audience, two layers of water quality management. 

They are trying to listen to the boards and the public and find a balance that everyone can live 

with. Also it is common in our area to start development at the lake and work outward. They are 

adjacent to existing development on the west across the street, and to the south. They are 

leapfrogging an area in the city, but the proposed development is adjacent to existing 

development in the County. Phase 1 does include wetlands and they will be constructed during 

that phase. All interior infrastructure will be paid for by the developers, including the water 

main, they are not asking any utilities to provide capital outlay for the development. The TIF is a 

rebate program, a portion of the taxes generated will partly go to the County and part will go 

back to the developers for a certain period of time. Beck said they have done their best to look at 

everything and work with outside sources from utilities, garbage, sewer, sheriff’s office, fire 

departments and many more to verify what they believe is true and engage the community in the 

development. The developers have a ton of support, they truly believe this is what the 

community needs with jobs coming to the area.  

Weber allowed the public to ask any unanswered questions. 

Wendy Vaubel asked about the commercial area of the concept map. 

Weber and Beck indicated the restaurant, should there be one, would be limited to the Northwest 

area of the property, near the condominium buildings.  

Weber closed the public meeting. He said they have two agenda items to discuss and act on 

separately, the rezoning and the planned unit development.  

Pfund made a motion to make a recommendation on the rezoning from A-1 Agricultural to R-3 

Multi-Family Residential to the Board of Supervisors. Kidd seconded the motion.  

Pfund asked if there was an additional way to determine the lake quality. 

Beck said that he could work with and submit everything to Dan Eckert the County Engineer for 

approval.  

Weber said he believed Pfund is talking about the quality of the water.  

Beck said that Eckert is welcome to review the calculations for everything, or another 

representative of the County. 
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Pfund stated that she is still concerned about the density. 

Beck said a good thing to note is they have 52% green space, they have clustered the homes 

together to allow for a lot of green space so they can clean the water and have open areas.  

Kidd asked if there was any follow up with the people who submitted letters for the August 

meeting, which were included in todays presentation, namely the Sheriff’s Office.  

Beck said they have not talked with everyone, because they’ve asked a lot of people so spend a 

lot of time on this. His assumption with the Sheriff’s Office was that if they were okay with 8 

units per acre, they would be okay with 7,  because it would be less dense. They have worked 

with the sanitary department and talked with them both Friday and today (Monday) morning 

about sewer.  

Pfund asked about the water quality restoration and if the wetlands would all be constructed prior 

to the first 64 houses.  

Beck indicated they would not construct all of them right away because the more they disrupt at 

once, the greater the risk to control the sediment. Phase 1 will have a wetland on the east side, 

and then a portion on the west wetland will be constructed as well.  

Pfund said some people indicated the wetland at Chalstrom Beach is not up to standard, should 

that be addressed first. 

Beck explained their development will have dual phases of water quality management. All of the 

green space will have soil quality restoration, it rejuvenates the soil, and then water will flow to 

the wetlands. Anything larger than the 5-year storm will be collected, stored then outlet slower 

than pre development rate of runoff.  

Gruys said he is concerned about traffic from the outside coming to a commercial use such as a 

restaurant. 

Beck said they have tried to place their entrances and exits in appropriate places that do not 

outlet directly to 175th. If the possibility of having a restaurant there is a big concern, it is not a 

deal breaker on their end. 

Pierce said that the residential area with a restaurant troubles her, feels it is spot zoning. 

Beck said that within a PUD other uses are allowed, so it is not necessarily spot zoning.  

Weber stated to Pierce and the Commission that in the ordinance a PUD can contain a 

combination of residential, commercial, industrial etc. uses. The ordinance does spell out, that a 

restaurant does and can fall under the PUD. 

Kohlhaase clarified further that at least 65% of the uses in the PUD must fit the R-3 Multi-

Family zoning district, the remaining balance can contain other uses not listed in the R-3 district. 

What they are doing is not considered spot zoning. 

Beck understands the commercial use concern.   

Pfund asked about a standard street width through a residential area. 

Beck said typically it is 26’ feet, they are at 24’feet, and they have tried to maximize the green 

space. Older County roads are 22’ feet, newer County roads are 24’ feet, when you get into a 

curb and gutter section, typically 26’ feet is the minimum. 

Pierce said her concern lies with multifamily housing with narrow streets. 

Gruys said he is concerned with the housing, narrow streets, and not having a sidewalk.  

Pfund said they are a society now that values physical activity, so she believes some people 

would like some sidewalks for the younger families being marketed.   

Beck asked if the Commission would like to see wider streets or sidewalk, or combination. 
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Weber said that it’s a trade off, whether you add more impervious material or try to put 

sidewalks in, also where is it going to be placed right on the road or setback, as well as how large 

will it be.  

Beck said according to ADA standards, sidewalks need to be 5’ feet in width or if less than 

5’feet need to have a 60” radius area every 200’ feet to allow a wheel chair to turn around. 

Would a sidewalk on one side of the road be a consideration? There is still access to the sidewalk 

but they are not adding a significant amount of impervious surface, or another possibility is 

putting the sidewalk in the backyard.  

Weber said that backyard sidewalks move the kids away from the road, but it does take away 

green space, as well as privacy issues.  

Pfund said that the sidewalks in the backyard work well.  

Weber indicated there is a sidewalk in Phase 1. 

Gruys said many of the concerns he’s heard is around density, and it goes along with parking, 

sidewalks.  

Becks asked what is an acceptable number of units per acre. The developers have come with less 

density than the last application and are roughly 32% less than what the ordinance allows.  

Weber said one of the things the developers have to look at is the return on investments 

especially at the reduction of units, but the developers are the ones who are taking the risks.  

Weber asked if there was any further discussion or should they vote. 

Beck asked if there were any conditions or deal breakers the Commission would like to discuss.  

Pfund said she still feels there should be less people.  

Kohlhaase said that just for information the R-3 Multi Family Residential district’s density is 

roughly 6.6 for a normal subdivision for single family and duplex.  

Weber did the math and said it is 6.22 units per acre. So in reality the density is not too far off 

what is allowed in the R-3 district.  

Beck said that number is for single family and duplex, but if we look just at multi family, then 

there could be over 1300 units on this lot. They are not threating to do this, because they are not 

going to this but did want to bring it to the Commission’s attention about what could happen.  

Kohlhaase said that the area across the street from the lakeshore residential is R-3 Multi Family 

Residential.  

Weber said in reality what they are doing is abutting a R-3 district with another R-3 district. 

People keep saying that they are not consistent with the land use, but they are because both 

districts are R-3.  

Pfund asked if the streets and the parking are figured a part of green space or the impervious 

surface. 

Beck said that green space would include everything except for streets, parking, roof tops, 

sidewalks things like that, everything else is green space.  

Pfund said so the streets are not green space.  

Weber said that it correct, everything that is not impervious surface is a part of the green space.  

Beck said we could meet in the middle at 6.6 units per acre.  

Gruys said he would like to see the density around 6, street width, sidewalks and restaurant are 

his concerns.  

Kohlhaase said the development is allowed to have up to 75% of impervious surface, but that 

does require more low impact development, it would be best to find a balance that would work 

for both. 
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Weber summarized the request as reducing the density to 6 units per acre, looking at adding 

some sidewalks, not sure 2’ feet of street with will change anything.  

Kidd asked for clarification if all parking is going to be off street. 

Beck said that yes, all parking will be off street and they are meeting and exceeding the parking 

requirements.  

Pfund asked if parking on the street is allowed. 

Beck said it would not be. 

Gunderson said if they put the sidewalks in the rear yard, then people would be walking through 

the others lots constantly.   

Gruys said for him it would be a minimum of 1 sidewalk per road way in the front yard, if 

anyone is walking from point A to B, it is a safety concern.  

Weber asked about the restaurant. 

Pierce said a residential development does not need their own restaurant. 

Gruys said for him the accessibility to the restaurant is his concern along with traffic and width 

of the street.  

Pierce asked if there are common parking areas. 

Beck showed the over flow parking areas on the map.  

Beck requested a 10 minute break to consult with his clients.  

Beck said that they agree to eliminate any commercial use within the development. They agree 

that a sidewalk on one side of the road is a good addition. However with the elimination of the 

restaurant and addition of sidewalks that affects the project financially, they propose a 

compromise of 6.5 units per acre.  

Pfund said that if you do not have a restaurant, you will be able to add more units. 

Beck said realistically if the density is reduced to 6.5 units per acre we will not be able to add 

more units. By reducing the density from 8 to 7 and now to 6.5, the development will be 

decreased by 99 units.   

Pfund amended her rezoning recommendation, to include maximum density reduced to 6.5 units 

per acre, sidewalks on one side of the street in the front yard, and elimination of the commercial 

zoning. Kidd seconded the motion.  

Vote recorded as 6-0. Gruys, Weber, Pfund, Gunderson, Kidd and Pierce Approve.  

Third item on the agenda was the Planned Unit Development (PUD) Recommendation to the 

Board of Adjustment for Nicholas Poolman and Jeremy Jalas (contract purchasers) and Leo 

Parks Jr. (deed holder) for Lot 99 EXC S’LY TRTS Chalstrom Beach, Section 17, Center Grove 

Township. 

 

Gunderson motioned to make a recommendation to the Board of Adjustment for the Planned 

Unit Development with following conditions, maximum density is 6.5 units per acre, sidewalks 

on one side of the street in the front yard, commercial zoning eliminated. Kidd seconded the 

motion. 

Vote recorded as 6-0. Weber, Pierce, Gunderson, Pfund, Kidd and Gruys Approve.  

Fourth item on the agenda was Old, Unknown, or other business. 

Kohlhaase said that Doris Welle’s term is up, and she has reapplied. The Commission and Board 

of Supervisors generally meet once a year, so that will need to be scheduled. Maybe look at the 

Comprehensive Land Use Plan to see if any revisions are necessary. About two to three years 

ago, the Commission did go through the comp plan.  
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Fifth on the agenda was Adjournment. Gruys motioned to adjourn. Pierce second the motion. All 

in were in favor. 

 

(For more information see P&Z 12 18 17, P&Z 12 18 17 x2, P&Z 12 18 17 x3) 

 


